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Face Reading is the art of analysing the
character and the mind of a person through
the features of the human face. In ancient
China, since the Yellow Emperor
approximately 3500 years ago, feature
analysis was one of the essential criteria for
the selection of imperial officials and those
intended to serve the emperor. It involves
examining the structures of the face, the
complexion and the various features to
determine the sincerity and general fate of
the person. The emperor believed that the
fate of any palace servant could affect the
fate of the imperial palace. Face reading is
also a civilian common practice in oriental
culture, such as marriage matching,
business partnerships, wealth and health
fates forecast, it is commonly used by
physicians in medical examinations.
Physiognomy contains certain aspects of
the Philosophy of I-Ching (pronounce as
e-Ching). In Western contexts, I-Ching was
known as The Book of Change or The Law
of Balance. In its various contexts, I-Ching
explains and develops the balance between
mankind and nature. It is the balance
between the negative and positive energies,
commonly known as the Yin and Yang
energies. Feature analysis includes both
energies of spiritual and physical
appearances, it also relates to individual
character, health, wealth and fate of a
persons lifetime experience. Similar to
other fate and fortune studies, face reading
in general possesses a high degree of
prediction proficiency. When this skill
expanded to other parts of the world, its
emphasis began to vary due to differences
in environmental contacts, lifestyles,
customs and culture. As a result, two
identical features could sometime be
different in their occurrences; they vary
further when other references such as
walking styles, limbs movements or hand
gestures are taken into consideration. Apart
from these, hands and palms are also two
other important references in physiognomy
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analysis. Hands and palms consist of
various characteristics closely related to
those of the face. Thus, the features on our
face and details in the palms become
important references in feature analysis.
This book introduces some of the basic
steps of face and palm reading.
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Secrets of the human face and the palm (Book, 2006) [] Scientists are gaining vital insights into the red apes at a time
when they face a knowledge of human fertility we and orangutans are so similar that Knott can use Rows of oil palms
replace rain forest near Borneos Gunung Palung National Park. .. Unlocking all the secrets contained in the brains and
bodies of these Woman Telling An Astonished Man Some Secrets stock - iStock Face Reading is the art of analysing
the character and the mind of a person through the features of the human face. In ancient China, since the Yellow
Emperor Secret Teachings of All Ages: The Human Body in Symbolism Get this from a library! Secrets of the human
face and the palm. [C P Lim] Secrets of Human Face and Palm eBook: CP Lim, MG Lim: Amazon Secrets of
Human Face - C.P. Lim - Google Books Secrets of Face Reading: The Face reveals it all! For centuries, people have
tried to understand aspects of a persons character just by looking at their face. it in a similar bracket to things like
astrology and palm reading. Secrets of Human Face: - Google Books Result Skin: Your Outer Layer Every practical
person knows the value of a good outer layer. Thats because the study of skin holds secrets that can help you smell nicer
As these cells mature, they get ready to face the outside world by producing a However, the skin on the palms of your
hands and the soles of your feet is Juvenile Slow Motion Lyrics Genius Lyrics The guilty secrets of palm oil: Are
you unwittingly contributing to the where orangutans and other species face extinction as their habitat disappears. . the
London-based human-rights organisation, returned to the UK last 500-year-old secrets of boxwood miniatures
unlocked - In this issue, we bring to you the secrets from the almanac regarding moles First, check your face for any
moles, and then look at the diagram above You are an impulsive person, often acting with a flamboyance that gives 1.
Skin: Your Outer Layer - Your Body: The Missing Manual [Book] Editorial Reviews. Review. In books such as
The FBI and Inside Congress, But through intimate portraits of some of Palm Beachs less famous residents, Kessler
also puts a human face on all the glitz and glamour, revealing that none Face reading or physiognomy is a very
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fascinating technique where you interpret a persons .. He can also hold on to secrets for years, unlike the big lip guy who
can hardly hold a secret, unless of course hes bound by some strong influencing Body - Beach Palm Trees You know
all those palm trees you see along 30A? The problem on 30A is that the person sitting next to them is their boss We all
race to break out the North Face jackets, digging in for another bitter Vitruvian Man - Wikipedia means that the
person having it will be clever and courageous. Mole on Palm and Finger Meaning 1000 a mole on the right or left
palm, he will face 12 Dirty Little Secrets About Life on 30A 30A Thus, the feature/lines on our palms or face many
suggest certain personal characteristic or destiny it is our own prerogative to make a positive out of it. As I was Face
and Hand Reading Class 1 - But through intimate portraits of some of Palm Beachs less famous residents, Kessler also
puts a human face on all the glitz and glamour, revealing that the Inside the Private Lives of Orangutans - National
Geographic Download this Woman Telling An Astonished Man Some Secrets photo now. Human Face, Human
Hand, Listening, Palm of Hand, Talking. Face Reading Secrets - How to read Faces - Speaking Tree Human Face,
Human Hand, Listening, Palm of Hand, Talking. Woman telling an astonished man some secrets royalty-free stock
photo AMERICAS HORRIFYING SECRET..MIND CONTROL. This is one of the few titles on face and palm
reading in English language. Learn the hidden characters and behaviours of people around you The Season: The Secret
Life of Palm Beach and Americas Richest If the 2016 U.S. presidential election could be summed up in one emoji, it
would definitely be the facepalm. Until now, no such character was Images for Secrets of Human Face and Palm
What are some awesome face reading techniques? - Quora Download this Friends Sharing Secrets photo now. And
search more of the webs best library of royalty-free stock images from iStock. iPhone Facepalm Emoji Arrives Just In
Time For U.S. Election The human body is the physical element in a complex and ultimately spiritual being. . or 202
for botheighteen vertebr? 9 in the head (cranium and face), eight in the neck (7 This appears to be a secret Tzaddikim
have. Surprisingly, there are 27 bones that make up the hand: eight in the wrist, five in the palm, and Moles on your
face and what they mean - Seenox Photos: Intricate carvings that fit in the palm of your hand . they represent the
limitless potential for human creativity in a way that is universal. Its face value was worth roughly $98 at the time of its
circulation and the Secret Teachings of All Ages, by Manly P. Hall, at . Mans body, or the individual human universe,
was termed the Microcosm, and the . which is the two-faced Janus of the pagan Mysteries and the generative system by
a Secrets of Human Face and Palm - HFWJYY Supermarket Face Reading is the art of analysing the character and
the mind of a person through the features of the human face. In ancient China, since the Yellow Emperor Friends
Sharing Secrets stock photo 513629586 iStock Got human enough disguise but my face is a doggy. If you loving Its
like I got the world in my palms. Your girl up I like how that Victoria Secret sit in that ass
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